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Building Bridges Art Exchange hosts national handcrafted 
COVID-19 Memorial by artist Marcos Lutyens  
SANTA MONICA, Calif. (March 2021) – Building Bridges Art Exchange is hosting a compelling 
installation that acknowledges each life taken by COVID-19 on the Westside of Los Angeles.  

This project was made possible by Art of Recovery, an initiative of Santa Monica Cultural 
Affairs, santamonica.gov/arts/artofrecovery.  
 

The Westside installation, was on display in the main gallery of Building Bridges Art Exchange since 
December 2020, offering visitors and community an opportunity to grieve by making roses as well 
as contemplating a wall of roses while listening to music by celebrated Los Angeles based 
composer Yuval Ron and taking solace in a meditative induction created by Rose River Memorial 
by artist Marcos Lutyens. The installation includes the scent of Roses created by the Institute for Art 
and Olfaction. 

The final installation will be placed outdoors at the BERGAMOT STATION Arts Center Parking lot 
on MARCH 25th. The unveiling will be live streamed for the public at 5pm and will be honored with 
the presence of Santa Monica Cultural Affairs Manager, Shannon Daut, Rose River Memorial’s 
creator, Marcos Lutyens, Building Bridges Art Exchange’s Director, Marisa Caichiolo, and the rest 
of the participant partners Galleries. 

ONLINE UNVEILNG MARCH 25th at 5pm 



 
Zoom Meeting 
https://zoom.us/j/98404329715?pwd=V0V2TnlvQkd5bjllaE1ZQXlPdUp2dz09 
 
Meeting ID: 984 0432 9715 
Passcode: 976158 
 
Rose River Memorial is honoring the westside deaths from Malibu south to El Segundo, and east to 
La Cienega Boulevard, Building Bridges Art Exchange is partnering with all the Art Galleries at 
Bergamot Station to make this healing community project possible, also partnering with the Kiwanis 
Club Division 35 to make the final goal possible. 

“For this westside memorial, our goal is to include as many locally handmade roses as possible, to 
deeply engage the community with this act of collective grief,” said Rose River memorial creator 
Marcos Lutyens. “Volunteers who make roses tell us that it brings them great comfort and peace in 
these difficult days. Family members who are grieving are comforted by this idea of strangers 
recognizing and remembering the enormity of this pandemic in such a beautiful way.”  

Building Bridges Art Exchange and Rose River Memorial partnering with the Art Galleries at 
Bergamot (Rose Gallery, Robert Berman Art Auction, Craig Krull Gallery, BG Gallery, City Garage, 
Lois Lambert Gallery, Functional Art Gallery, William Turner Gallery among others) are asking 
locals to help build the Memorial. Roses are made with felt and glue following instructions in English 
and Spanish.  

 “At Building Bridges we feel very honored to have the possibility to bring Rose River Installation at 
Bergamot Station and have a collective grieving for the community of Santa Monica” said Marisa 
Caichiolo, Founder and Director of Building Bridges Art Exchange. “Currently as a product of the 
Covid-19 Pandemic, the world population is experiencing a series of losses at different levels that 
has caused a collective sadness, grieving is needed and will have to be processed little by little as 
soon as this confinement ends. The installation will be a sacred space where people can connect 
with their own feelings and senses to experience their own grieving, individually or in a collective 
way (with families and friends).” 

To learn more about Rose River Memorial, please visit their website. 

About Marcos Lutyens, is an internationally renowned artist whose work has featured at the Miró 
Foundation, Frye Museum, Guggenheim, MoMA, LACMA, Royal Academy of Arts, National Art 
Museum of China, Pompidou in Paris, as well as biennales in Liverpool, Istanbul, Havana, and 
Venice. His artistic practice targets the psychic and emotional well-being of audiences by inviting 
participants into meditative experiences that affect the deepest levels of their psyche. Marcos 
investigates consciousness to make art an embodied experience for his audiences, installing 
exhibitions of infinite scale and nature into people’s minds. His work has included consciousness 
research with the third-gender Muxhe, synaesthetes, border migrants, space engineers, architects 
and urban designers to explore the unconscious, as well as spatially focused art exploring 
pedestrian flows, social media dialogue, air quality levels, and multispecies communication. Marcos 
is the author of two books about his cosmology, approach to art and life. He serves as a founding 
member on the Board of Directors for the Lutyens Trust America.  



About Building Bridges Art Exchange: Building Bridges Art Exchange is dedicated to actively 
engaging diverse artists, leaders, audiences, and supporters through our mission of cultivating 
cultural understanding through the arts. Established in 2005 by Marisa Caichiolo, BBAX was 
created as a platform that enables artists from across the globe to connect, engage in peaceful 
dialogue, and create narratives that explore political issues and social movements which impact 
different regions of the world. The organization was launched to engage communities of different 
ethnic and financial backgrounds in a socio-political exploration through the lens of contemporary 
art, through our programs. Years later, Building Bridges Art Exchange continues to build and 
sustain relationships with Ministries of Culture, museums, and other cultural institutions, giving 
artists all over the world the opportunity to openly explore and influence social and political issues in 
today’s world. Our current space in Santa Monica’s Bergamot Arts Center offers rotating exhibitions 
from around the world, artist residencies, as well as lectures, and workshops as part of our 
educational program. In the countries where we send exhibitions, we encourage landscape 
interventions and performances that engage with the local communities. Diversity is at the core of 
our organizational values. Over the years, we have hosted 100’s of artists from over 34 countries. 
Our Board is composed of a diverse group of notable artists and professionals from different 
industries and six countries.  

About Rose River Memorial: We are Rose River Memorial, a community art project created by 
artist Marcos Lutyens creating a national handcrafted COVID-19 memorial. Volunteers handmake 
and mail red felt roses that are compiled into many community installations and eventually a 
national art installation. The design features one rose for every single life taken by COVID-19. It’s 
an audacious but important act of paying attention nationally and locally to the devastating losses of 
the pandemic. The first installation, a collaboration with the iconic arts organization Self Help 
Graphics and Art in East Los Angeles marked Día de los Muertos by hanging almost two hundred 
roses, one for every death in that small pocket of Los Angeles. Next, we hang an installation in 
Santa Monica in December, hosted by Building Bridges Art Exchange. This will memorialize every 
death on the Westside, and will include meditative and community-building activations as well as 
opportunities for people to safely visit the installation to grieve and add their devotions, and their 
roses. Roses have been handmade and mailed by people in California, North Carolina, 
Pennsylvania, New York, Washington, Oklahoma, and Arizona. We are underway but there is a 
long, long way to go. If we built the memorial today it would spread over 6 acres, which is 2000 
parking spaces or 60 basketball courts. To build the national installation next spring, we need more 
than 45,000 roses made and mailed to us every month from now until then. These numbers are 
growing - tragically - by many hundreds of deaths every. single. Day.  

For more information:  

Web: www.roseriver.memorial/ and www.buildingbridgesartexchange.org/Instagram: 
www.instagram.com/roserivermemorial/ and www.instagram.com/buildingbridges_ax/ Facebook: 
www.facebook.com/BuildingBridgesArtExchange  

Press Contacts:  

Marisa Caichiolo: 323-893-3924 or buildingbridgesax@gmail.com  

Marcos Lutyens: 323-633-0494 or hello@roseriver.memorial  


